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PROCESS FOR THE PHYSICAL
SEGREGATION OF MINERALS

meets and exceeds target quality is placed in the no Wash

pile. HoWever, since in reality the target needs only to be met
on average, and not for every unit of coal in the shipment,

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

this strategy Will have poor yield. In other Words, the coal

Patent Application Ser. No. 60/154,464, ?led Sep. 17, 1999,
entitled “Process for Physical Segregation of Coal.”

required, While the coal sent to the Wash pile Will increase

sent to the no Wash pile Will have a much better quality than
as a result. This reduces ef?ciency and increases costs.

This invention Was made With government support under

contract number 4-33585 aWarded by the Department of
Energy. The government may have certain rights in this
invention.

Present day industrial segregation algorithms make cutoff
adjustments to improve yield. These algorithms are loosely
10

based on conventional feedback control schemes that exam

ine the error betWeen the ash level of the no-Wash pile and
the quality target value. Based on the detected error, adjust

TECHNICAL FIELD

ments to the cutoff value are made. These adjustments
The present invention relates generally to the segregation
involve the use of arbitrary numerical gains that are set
of minerals into fractions depending on a certain character
istic and, more particularly, to a plurality of methods for 15 exogenously by trial and error and are not linked to the
monitored process. Moreover, no attempts are made to
improving the yield of a particular segregated fraction of a
account for and characteriZe the stochastic, or random,
mineral stream.
nature of the process (Which is an issue that, as Will be
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
understood from revieWing the description that folloWs, is

Upon extracting or recovering minerals from a source,

20

further processing is often required prior to shipping for later
use. For example, coal emanating from a mine, knoWn as
“run-of-mine” or “r.o.m.” coal, is usually Washed to reduce
the content of ash such that it meets the speci?cations of a
particular customer. The cost of Washing the coal runs
anyWhere from $3.00 to $5 .00 per ton. Thus, it is a consid

25

30

should be appreciated, the coal segregated into the no Wash
pile must at a minimum meet the customer speci?cation to

be ready for shipment Without Washing. In contrast, coal sent
to the Wash pile is either Washed to meet customer speci?
cations prior to shipment or, in the case of extremely poor

quality coal, completely rejected.

having different values of the particular parameter under
consideration (i.e., different ash levels).
The decision to send any block of coal to the Wash or no

erable expense associated With the coal mining process.
To reduce this expense, mine operators may physically
segregate coal into Wash and no Wash “fractions” or piles. As

central to segregation control). As a result, the current
industrial algorithms leave much to be desired in terms of
both accuracy and ef?ciency. This is especially true When the
coal comes from multiple seams, or “sections” of the mine,

35

Central to the segregation strategy is an online analyZer

Wash pile should depend on tWo factors: (1) the average
quality level of the no Wash pile at the present time; and (2)
the distribution of the quality of coal expected in the future.
Using these criteria ensures maximiZation of the yield, While
at the same time the average quality of the shipment meets
the target value. The determination of the average compo
sition of the no Wash pile at a given instant is
straightforWard, as it is only a matter of recording the values
corresponding to the quality of the coal or other mineral
previously to the no Wash pile and averaging those values.

for detecting a particular parameter of the coal stream at a

The future quality, hoWever, is not simple to predict.

given instant. Typically, the online analyZer is mounted on

Frequent changes in the nature of the mining process or the

or above the main conveyor belt exiting the mine and detects
a parameter that correlates to the presence of a particular
component, such as ash, sulfur, BTU, or the like. Coal

40

quality changes substantially and unpredictably over time.
Accordingly, a practical coal segregation system needs to

deemed “good quality” (i.e., at least meeting the customer
speci?cation for the selected parameter) is sent to the no
Wash pile, While that deemed “bad quality” is sent to the

quality of coal render making any such prediction dif?cult.
Field observations demonstrate that the distribution of coal

vieW the observations as a realiZation of a non-stationary

Wash pile. Usually, the physical segregation of the coal is

stochastic process. Instead of predicting the future, segre
gation decisions could be based on the present stochastic

accomplished using a device such as a “?op” gate, Which as

nature of the process. This stochastic nature could be de?ned

45

its name connotes is a gate that “?ops” to and fro over a

in terms of a statistical description, such as a distribution

portion of a divided chute positioned under the conveyor
belt to direct the coal to the desired pile.

form for the desired or acceptable quality levels. If the
segregation decision Were consistently the best for the
present nature of the process, then in the long run, high
yields should be realiZed. Of course, yields With such a
strategy Will be loWer than What might have been obtained
could the long run distribution of coal quality somehoW be
forecast a priori. HoWever, in the absence of stationarity,

While the online analyZer recogniZes the quality based on
the detected parameter, the decision to send a segment of
coal to the Wash or no Wash pile has in the past been made

by a segregation control procedure that Works in conjunction
With the analyZer. Since the quantity and quality of the no

55

Wash pile affects processing economics signi?cantly, it is
imperative that the segregation algorithm is efficient. Of
course, segregating r.o.m. coal in real-time into Wash and no

Wash fractions is a simple matter if maximiZing yield is not

taken into account. For example, the algorithm could simply
make the decision that only r.o.m. coal that at least meets the

particular customer speci?cation is accepted, i.e., the cutoff
level of the detected parameter is set at the customer target,
Where cutoff level is de?ned as the loWest acceptable quality

60

such forecasting is simply not possible. Moreover, if the
process Were, in fact, stationary, this strategy Would still
optimiZe yields because the present and long term distribu
tions Would be identical. Thus, for successful application,
the segregation strategy must accurately estimate the current
statistical nature of the process.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To ful?ll the needs identi?ed above, and to overcome the

for a particular block of coal to be sent to the no Wash pile. 65 shortcomings of prior art methods of mineral segregation,

This strategy yields a no Wash pile With average quality that
is much better than the target quality because only coal that

the present invention comprises a plurality of methods of
segregating a mineral, such as coal, based on the level of a

US 6,675,064 B1
3
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particular component, such as ash, sulfur, or the like.

the neW value using the existing model; calculating a

Speci?cally, the method employs mathematical and statis
tical modeling techniques to segregate a ?owing stream of

residual value betWeen the predicted neW value and the
actual neW value; using the residual value to determine
Whether the neW value should be retained as part of the
original minimum history or a neW minimum history includ
ing the neW value should be established and substituted for

minerals into at least tWo fractions: one of that may undergo

further processing prior to shipment (or in some cases, may
simply be discarded), and one that does not require further

the original minimum history in step (b) prior to repeating
steps

processing (that is, the level of the component substantially
meets a customer speci?cation as to the content of that

component). By maXimiZing the amount of the mineral sent
to the fraction that does not require further processing, While
still meeting the customer target, the overall processing time

In an alternate embodiment, the eXisting model is a time

series model, and if the neW value is likely given the eXisting

geously reduced.

model, the method further includes forecasting a mean and
variance at an appropriate lead using the time series model.
The cutoff value is then calculated as a point of truncation

In accordance With a ?rst aspect of the invention, a
method of segregating a mineral stream into a ?rst fraction

of a normal distribution having the forecasted mean and
variance such that the mean of the truncated distribution is

and the concomitant processing eXpense are both advanta

substantially meeting a particular customer speci?cation and

15

a second fraction requiring further processing such that the
proportion of the mineral stream in the ?rst fraction is

maXimiZed is disclosed. The method comprises: (a) observ
ing a value of a selected parameter for a plurality of
segments of the mineral stream to establish an original

further includes updating the eXisting time series model

minimum history of data values; (b) creating an existing
model to ?t the minimum history; (c) obtaining a neW value
of the parameter for a particular segment of the mineral
stream; (d) determining Whether the neW value is likely in
vieW of the model; (e) calculating a cutoff value based on a
current target value; making a segregation decision based

equal to the current target value.
In a second alternate embodiment Where the eXisting
model is a time series model, the minimum history of values
includes a substantial number of original values, and if the
neW value is not likely given the eXisting model, the method
using at least the substantial number of values and forecast
ing a mean and variance at an appropriate lead using the
updated model. The cutoff value is then calculated as a point
of truncation of a normal distribution having the forecasted

25

mean and variance such that the mean of the truncated

distribution is equal to the current target value.

on Whether the neW value is above or beloW the cutoff value;

In either alternate embodiment Wherein the model is a

and (g) repeating steps
The current target is an
average level of the selected parameter that all future seg

time series model, the minimum history of values includes

ments of mineral segregated to the ?rst fraction must meet
so that the entire ?rst fraction meets the customer speci?
cation.
In one embodiment, if the neW value observed is likely

is not likely given the eXisting model, the method further
includes the folloWing steps prior to the calculating step:

a substantial number of original values, and if the neW value

(d)(1) updating the eXisting model using a predetermined
minimum number of the original values; (d)(2) using the

given the eXisting model, the method further includes estab
lishing an empirical distribution including the neW value and

35

the original minimum history of data values, and the step of
calculating a cutoff value includes determining the cutoff
value as a point of truncation of the histogram of the
empirical distribution such that the mean of the truncated
distribution is equal to the current target value.
In a second embodiment, if the neW value is likely given
the eXisting model, a normal distribution is assumed based

(d)(4) calculating a neW cutoff value based on a neW current

target value, Wherein the neW cutoff value is calculated as a

point of truncation of a normal distribution having the

on the neW value and a mean and variance of the original

minimum history of data values is computed. Then, the step
of calculating a cutoff value includes determining the cutoff

updated model for a certain number of neW values obtained,
While discarding a same number of the original values in the
substantial number of values; (d)(3) forecasting a mean and
a variance at an appropriate lead using the updated model;

45

forecasted mean and variance such that the mean of the
truncated distribution is equal to the neW current target
value; (d)(5) determining if a current neW value under
consideration is above or beloW the neW cutoff value; (d)(6)
making a segregation decision based on the determination;

value as a point of truncation of said normal distribution
such that the mean of the truncated normal distribution is

(d)(7) repeating steps (d)(1)—(d)(6) until a substantial num
ber of neW values are taken; and (d)(8) substituting the

equal to the current target value.
If the neW value is not likely given the eXisting model

of original values forming the minimum number of values in

substantial number of neW values for the substantial number

history of values are discarded and the neW value is recorded

step (b) and substituting the updated model for the eXisting
model prior to repeating steps

as a ?rst value in a neW minimum history. AneW cutoff value
is calculated based on a neW current target value using at

In accordance With a second aspect of the invention, a
method of segregating a mineral stream into a ?rst fraction

according to either embodiment, then the original minimum

least the original minimum history, and preferably the entire
history available since the method began. Adetermination is

meeting a particular customer speci?cation and a second
55

fraction requiring further processing such that the portion of

made Whether the neW value is above or beloW the neW

the mineral stream in the ?rst fraction is maXimiZed is

cutoff value, and a segregation decision is based on the
determination. A subsequent neW value is then obtained, a
neW cutoff value is calculated, and the segregation decisions
are made until the neW minimum history has a predeter
mined number of neW values. Once this is completed, the
neW minimum history of values are substituted for the

disclosed. The method comprises: (a) observing a selected
parameter of a plurality of segments of the mineral stream to

establish a substantial number of original data values; (b)
creating an eXisting model to ?t the substantial number of

original values; (c) obtaining a neW value of the parameter
for a particular segment of the mineral stream; (d) deter
mining Whether the neW value is likely given the eXisting

original minimum history in step (b) above and an updated
model is created to replace the eXisting model using the neW

minimum history prior to repeating steps
In accordance With a preferred embodiment, the step of

determining Whether the value is likely includes: predicting

65

model; (e) calculating a cutoff value based on a current
target value;
determining if the neW value is above or
beloW the cutoff value and making a segregation decision

based on the determination; and (g) repeating steps

US 6,675,064 B1
6
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FIG. 10 is a graph shoWing the nature of a time series

In one embodiment, if the neW value is likely given the

existing model, the method further includes forecasting a

model;

mean and variance at an appropriate lead using the existing
model. The cutoff value is then calculated as a point of
truncation of a normal distribution having the forecasted

method;

FIG. 11a is a How chart illustrating the time series
5

mean and variance such that the mean of the truncated

distribution is equal to the current target value.
In another embodiment, if the neW value is not likely

FIG. 11c shoWs the procedure for updating the model if a

process change has occurred; and

given the existing model, the method further includes updat
ing the existing model using at least the substantial number

FIG. 12 shoWs the change in model parameters over time.

of original values and forecasting a mean and variance at an

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

appropriate lead using the updated model. The cutoff value
is then calculated as a point of truncation of a normal

distribution having the forecasted mean and variance such
that the mean of the truncated distribution is equal to the
current target value.
In any case, if the neW value is not likely given the

FIG. 11b shoWs the procedure for deciding Whether a

process change has occurred;

15

The present invention includes a plurality of methods for
segregating a mineral, such as coal, into different fractions.

As compared to prior art industrial segregation algorithms,
the methods disclosed herein are in most cases capable of

adapting to non-stationary conditions (i.e., Where the distri

existing model, the method further includes the folloWing

bution of coal quality shifts over time in an unpredictable

steps prior to the calculating step: (d)(l) updating the

manner). This results in more practical control strategies

existing model using a predetermined minimum number of
the original values; (d)(2) using the updated model for a

With higher performance than previously possible, but With

certain number of neW values obtained, While discarding a
same number of the original values in the substantial number
of values; (d)(3) forecasting a mean and variance at an

overall segregation process.

appropriate lead using the updated model; (d)(4) calculating

out introducing any signi?cant effort or expense into the
FIG. 1 illustrates one environment in Which the segrega
25

tion methods of the present invention may have signi?cant
utility. Reference character C is directed to an r.o.m. coal
stream being carried on a conveyor belt B. An analyZer A is

a neW cutoff value based on a neW current target value,

Wherein the neW cutoff value is calculated as a point of

positioned adjacent to the belt B. Typically, the analyZer A

truncation of a normal distribution having the forecasted

is an online analyZer for measuring the level of a parameter
(e.g., ash content) of a segment of the passing coal stream at

mean and variance such that the mean of the truncated

distribution is equal to the neW current target value; (d)(5)

certain time intervals (e.g., every ?ve seconds). After online

determining if a current neW value is above or beloW the neW

analysis, the stream of coal C may exit the belt B and, in the
illustrated embodiment, fall into a storage bin H including a

cutoff value; (d)(6) making a segregation decision based on

the determination; (d)(7) repeating steps (d)(1)—(d)(6) until

?op gate F. Depending on the position of the ?op gate F, the

a substantial number of neW values are taken; and (d)(8)
coal C is directed to the Wash fraction or pile, represented as
substituting the substantial number of neW values for the 35
CW, or the no Wash fraction or pile, represented as Cnw. It

substantial number of original values forming the minimum
number of values in step (b) and substituting the updated
model for the existing model prior to repeating steps

should be appreciated that this particular arrangement is
shoWn and described only to illustrate one particular envi
ronment in Which the methods of the present invention can
be used to make segregation decisions. The use of other

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES

equivalent or knoWn arrangements for segregating coal into
tWo or more fractions is also possible.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram shoWing one arrangement
or environment in Which the segregation methods disclosed

herein may ?nd signi?cant utility;

45

FIGS. 2a and 2b graphically illustrate the nature of the

on the cutoff value, a decision is made Whether to send a
particular block or segment of coal to the Wash or no Wash

segregation function;
FIG. 3 graphically shoWs the manner in Which the cutoff

pile. To estimate the cutoff, it is assumed that the distribution
of quality Z of r.o.m. coal being produced to meet a particular

value, ZC is obtained;

shipment is given by the density function f(Z), shoWn as a

FIG. 4 is a ?oWchart shoWing the basic steps for practic

continuous line in FIGS. 2a and 2b. This distribution rep
resents the entire batch of r.o.m. coal produced for that
shipment, Which is of course not knoWn at the beginning of

ing the moving WindoW methods disclosed herein;
FIG. 5 is a graph shoWing the difference in ash values for
a one section and tWo section coal stream;

FIG. 6 illustrates the differences betWeen the actual and
the empirical distribution for a given data set;

55

FIG. 7 graphically illustrates the comparison of the yields
for the various WindoW Widths using the moving WindoW

production. Rather, it takes shape at the end of the produc
tion period, and is hence called the ultimate histogram. In
these ?gures, the average grade of the coal produced for that
shipment is represented as pig and the target is represented as
pt. As should be appreciated by one of skill in the art, there

methods;

are several Ways to segregate the entire batch of coal to meet
the target. Indeed, tWo such Ways are shoWn in the ?gure as

FIG. 8a is a ?oWchart shoWing the moving WindoW

method including the implementation of Statistical Process

dashed lines, Which are called segregation functions, g(Z). In

Control techniques;
FIG. 8b is a ?oWchart shoWing the steps involved in

performing Statistical Process Control;
FIG. 9 graphically illustrates a comparison betWeen SPC

To make segregation decisions, it is necessary to establish
a cutoff value given the present state of the passing coal
stream, Which is referred to herein as the “process.” Based

65

practice, these segregation functions are used to decide
Whether a particular block or segment of coal should be
accepted or sent to the Wash pile. The function g(Z) lies
betWeen 0 and 1 for all quality levels and for a particular

MWE and SPCMWN With a WindoW Width of ?ve for

level it represents the fraction of coal that is sent to the no

Targets 3 and 4;

Wash pile (i.e. accepted). For example, if for Z=8% ash,

US 6,675,064 B1
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g(Z)=0.45, it implies that 45% of 8% ash coal is accepted.
Therefore, the gray areas (the area under the f(Z)~g(Z) curve)

To obtain the statistical description of the neW values
realiZed at the present time, it is ?rst necessary to identify
observations that are indicators of the present nature of the

in FIGS. 2a and 2b, indicate the distribution of coal in the
no Wash pile for the tWo segregation functions. For the
customer, it does not matter Which segregation function is
chosen, as both meet the target. HoWever, for the coal

process. Obviously, observations from the immediate past
are the best indicators of the process. Thus, in practicing the

producer, the preferred segregation function is the one that

produces the highest yield While still meeting the target.
The segregation functions can be mathematically repre
sented as:

10

method in its broadest aspects, a constant arbitrary number
of data values obtained from the immediate past are chosen
as being relevant to the present state of the process. As
shoWn in the ?oWchart of FIG. 4, this constant minimum
number of data values used in estimating the nature of the
process is knoWn as the WindoW Width W. For example, if
the WindoW Width Was 50 and the present time t, then data
values obtained from t—49 to t are assumed to contain

15

Where ZC is the cutoff value, and is the root of the equation:

information on the present process. At time t+1, data values
observed from t—48 to t+1 are assumed relevant (i.e., the

neWest observation replaces the oldest observation). Then,
for every subsequent block or segment of coal seen by the
analyZer, a neWly observed value V” is taken and the nature

[16mm

of the process is obtained by ?tting an empirical distribution,
20

block 12, to the WindoW W. As shoWn in block 14, the cutoff

value is then computed, as explained earlier, by truncating
To obtain the best segregation strategy, the ultimate histo

the empirical distribution such that the mean of the truncated

gram is truncated so that the mean of the truncated portion

portion is equal to the current target (With the point of the
truncation serving as the cutoff value ZC). Then, based

is equal to the target pt. This is depicted in FIG. 3.
In practice, the ultimate histogram is not knoWn before
hand. Instead, it is developed over the production period

25

dedicated to making that shipment of coal and, thus, changes

Whether the neWly observed value V” is above or beloW the
cutoff value ZC, the segregation decision is made, as indi
cated in decision block 16. If the observed value is beloW the

its statistical nature over time. As a result, coal quality levels

cutoff value Z6, and thus the segment of coal is sent to the no

for different periods have different characteristics, and for

Wash pile, the observed value is used in a feedback loop 18.
Then, prior to observing the next block or segment of coal

any given instant in time can be characteriZed by a local

30

histogram.

(not shoWn), the current target is updated, block 20, to

Since the ultimate histogram cannot be predicted, if a
segregation decision is made at any time that is the best for

Z6‘ is then computed at block 14 for that block or segment

account for the past value Vn obtained. A neW cutoff value
of coal, for Which a neW value Vn+1 is obtained from the

that instant, then reasonably good overall performance is
expected. The segregation decision is made at that instant by
truncating the local histogram such that the mean of the

35

this method, termed “Moving WindoW Empirical” (MWE),

truncated portion is the current target value. The current
target value, in turn, is de?ned as the average quality level

is shoWn in FIG. 4.

To test the viability of the method experimentally, data

that future blocks of coal must meet so that the entire

shipment meets target. It re?ects the current average quality
level of the no Wash pile and is obtained by balancing the
current quality of the no Wash pile With the quantity of coal

40

Was collected from an underground coal mine in Ohio. The

mine frequently ran tWo sections (a high ash section and a
loW ash section), but Would also run one section at a time.

expected to be sent to the no Wash pile in the future and the

target average quality of that coal. The quantity of coal
expected to go into the no Wash is estimated from the prior

online analyZer and compared With this cutoff value to make
the segregation decision at block 16. Abasic ?oW chart for

45

The online analyZer in the mine scanned the r.o.m. coal
constantly and every ?ve seconds gave an average ash value
for the coal scanned. For the belt speed and loading at the

mine, each such reading corresponds to approximately one

history. An example computation of the current target value

ton of coal. Of course, is it also possible to vary the sampling

is as folloWs:

such that values are taken at different time intervals for
different amounts of coal (i.e., every ten seconds for tWo
50

tons, etc.), or to vary the speed of the conveyor belt carrying

Customer Speci?cation:

8.0% ash

the coal stream to increase or decrease the amount of coal

Total Tons Mined to Present:

500

Tons sent to No Wash:

300 With a mean of 8.6% ash

Historical Proportion of
Coal Sent to No Wash:
Assumed Future Production:

300/500 = 0.60

passing in a given time interval.
During the experiments, thirteen sets of data values Were

Tons Expected to go to No

0.60 x 1000 = 600

collected from the mine. Each set of data values Was
1000 tons

55

Expected Total Tons in

300 + 600 = 900

No Wash at the End of Shift:

New Current Target:

900x8-300x6 =7.7%
600

different in length, but each corresponded approximately to
a single shift of production. Ten of the data sets Were

Wash in the Future:

60

With this segregation decision procedure, the expected value

collected When the mine Was running a single section (loW
ash or high ash), While three Were collected When the mine
Was running both sections. As can be expected, the ash
values varied considerably When both sections Were running
compared to When just one section Was running. This is
exhibited graphically in FIG. 5.

of each block of coal placed in the no Wash pile is the current

To test for the effect of WindoW length, the data sets Were

target value. As evidenced by the experimental results that

segregated at six different WindoW Widths, including Win
doWs having 10, 25, 50, 100, 150 and 200 values. Also, to

folloW, this segregation decision strategy enables good target
control for large coal batches by successfully characteriZing
the current stochastic nature of the process.

65

maximiZe the use of the data sets, each Was segregated four
times to meet four different target values. Using the data sets
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in this manner resulted in segregation of a total of 90,756

One limitation of MWE and MWN in their most basic
forms as described above is that the window width is kept
constant. Depending on the window width selected, the

tons of coal. The targets were termed Target 1, Target 2,
Target 3 and Target 4, with Target 1 being the smallest in

magnitude and Target 4 the greatest. However, Target 1 in

estimation of the process provided by the distribution could

one data set was not necessarily the same as Target 1 in

be right or wrong. This is seen in Table 1 where the target
of 22.00 is not met with a moving window of 25, while it is
met with a moving window of 50:

another data set. For example, a ?rst data set may have been

segregated to meet targets of 6.00, 7.00, 8.00 and 9.00
percent ash contents, while a second data set was segregated

for targets of 5.00, 6.00, 7.00 and 8.00 percent ash. However,
the percentile of the data set that averaged below a certain
target level in one data set was approximately the same as in

TABLE 1
10

Effect of window width on target control.

another data set. For example, if 25% of one data set could

be segregated to meet a target of Target 1 (6.00 in the
example), then in the second data set, approximately 25% of
the data could be segregated to meet the corresponding
Target 1 (5.00 in the example). This was done to allow
comparison of results for various targets, and the method

Target: 22.00

15

was considered successful if the segregated coal met cus

tomer target.
Based on the experiment, it was discovered that the basic

method generally achieves target in both single and double
section data sets. Window width (that is, the number of data
values used in the distribution) had little effect in the success
of the method in meeting target, with the smaller windows
working for about the same number of cases as large
windows. When the targets were small, small windows did
not perform well. This is because when an empirical distri
bution is ?tted to a small number of observations, the tails

are not properly estimated as they get clipped off (see
reference character T in FIG. 6). Small targets represent the
lower tail of the data set. Since the tail gets clipped off, the

20

Mean of No wash
Achieved Yield
Maximum Yield

Window = 25

Window = 50

22.325
0.150

21.966
0.226

0.305

It should be appreciated that when the target value is not
met, the yield is effectively Zero, since that coal must be
washed or blended with higher quality coal before it can be
shipped. Constant window widths do select the recent his
tory of the process in order to estimate the current process,

but given the unpredictable performance for any given
25

window width, it is desirable to include a longer history if
the process is stable and less if it is changing. Thus, an
alternative approach is to vary the window widths according
to changes in the process.
To allow for the window width to vary, Statistical Process

30

good quality coal (the lower tail) is not represented properly,
thus resulting in poor yield. Larger window widths also
tended to create a higher yield.
To better estimate the tails, an alternate embodiment of

Control (SPC) techniques were combined with the MWE/
MWN methods. As is known in the art, when several
observations are grouped together into a single window, it
implies that all belong to a homogenous group and the
process that produced the observations is stable for that

interval. When a new observation is realiZed, instead of
the method uses a normal distribution instead of an empiri 35 arbitrarily discarding the oldest observation to make room
cal distribution. A normal distribution was estimated from
for the new one, it is possible to determine whether the new
the window W of original data values (i.e., the mean and the
observation is a reasonable or “likely” occurrence from the

variance were computed from the window), but the remain
der of the method was practiced as described above for
MWE and shown in FIG. 4. This method was called Moving

process represented by the window. If it is, then the new
40

observation is included into the existing window, thereby
increasing its width by one. Increasing the window width

Experimentation con?rmed that MWN worked in both

when the process does not change increases the estimation
accuracy, as compared to discarding useful information in an
effort to keep the window width constant. If the new

single and double section data like MWE, and in fact, yield

observation was not a reasonable occurrence, or “not likely”

Window Normal (MWN), since it uses normal, rather than

empirical distribution.

improved over MWE when MWN was successful. FIG. 7 45 based on the current model, then it is assumed that the

graphically illustrates the comparison of the yields for the

process had changed. As a result, the entire window is

various window widths. In the graph, the cases where both

discarded and a new one is built, starting with the latest

MWN and MWE were successful are identi?ed. For each

observation. Thus, adjacent windows may have varying

successful case, a ratio of the actual yield to maximum

widths.
In implementing SPC, an assumption on the nature of the

possible yield was taken. The maximum possible yield was

process is required. Speci?cally, it is assumed that all

obtained by truncating the sorted data set so that the trun
cated portion had a mean ash equal to the target ash. In real
life this is not possible, as the entire data set is not known
a priori. This ratio was averaged for each window siZe and

formed the Y coordinates of the data points of the plot.

windows of data values are ?rst order autoregressive or

AR(1) in nature (which experimentation later revealed was
a reasonable ?t for most cases) and can thus be modeled on
55

this basis (note that an assumption of independence is

MWE also exceeded the yield for MWN for some cases of
large window widths. This is because when the windows are

inappropriate, since the data are strongly correlated over

large, it is possible that they contain observations from
several distributions, and forcing a single normal distribu

realiZed at the current time) is then tested to see if it is a

tion causes errors. However, MWN had dif?culties in meet

time). The “new value” obtained (that is, the observation

60

ing the target as window width increased. This is the result
of forcing a single distribution to ?t non-stationary data.
However, when MWN did work, yields were high. This is
because the estimation of the local distribution would be
better when wide windows are used if the process is sta

tionary. Finally, like MWE, MWN was not successful in

meeting low targets.

reasonable occurrence from the AR(1) model described by
the window. In the most preferred embodiment, the AR(1)
model is represented by the equation Z,=c+q)Z,_1+e, where Z,
is the ash value at time t, c is a constant, 4) is the autore
gressive coef?cient, and e is a white noise term, and c and
q) are the parameters that are estimated. The determination is

65

then made using the following steps:
(1) Estimate the parameters of the AR(1) model from the
present window.
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(2) Compute residuals from this model. For a time t, the

estimate the nature of the process at block 26. The cutoff

residual et is given by 6t=Zt—2t, Where it gives the ash

value is then computed at block 28, as tWice explained
above, using either an empirical or normal distribution.
Then, based on Whether the neWly observed value V” is
above or beloW the cutoff value ZC, the segregation decision

value estimated for time t.

(3) Sequential Q-statistics are computed for the residual
mean and variance. A detailed description of the

method used is provided in Quesenberry, C. P., SPC
Methods for Quality Improvement, John Wiley and
Sons, 1997, the disclosure of Which is incorporated
herein by reference.
(4) If a Q-statistic fails the 99% hypothesis test for either

is made at decision block 30. If the neW value obtained is
beloW the cutoff value ZC, the segment of coal is sent to the
no Wash pile, and this neW value is used in a feedback loop
32. Then, prior to observing the next block or segment of
10

coal (not shoWn), the current target is updated at block 34 to

the mean or variance of the residual, then a process

account for the neW value Vn obtained. The process is then

change is indicated and accordingly, the old WindoW is

repeated, With the WindoW groWing in Width for each neW
value that is determined to be likely based on the existing
model.

discarded. A neW WindoW is then built starting With the

neW value (i.e., the present observation).
In the above procedure, When the old WindoW is discarded,
the neW WindoW has a Width of one (the present

Turning back to block 24d, if the neW value is an “outlier”
(that is, it is not considered likely based on the process at that

observation). Since it is not possible to estimate a distribu
tion from one observation, the segregation decisions cannot

WindoW and build a neW WindoW using the neW value as a

15

given instant), then the method proceeds discard the entire

be made With this neWly observed value alone. HoWever,
since segregation occurs in real-time and a decision must be

?rst value, as shoWn at block 36. The cutoff value ZC is then
20

computed using at least the minimum history in the case of

made for each block or segment of coal, an empirical

the ?rst instance Where an outlier is detected, and most

distribution is ?tted to at least a certain number of minimum

preferably the entire history taken since the inception of the

values from the immediate past, and preferably the entire
history of values from the inception of the method. This
distribution is then used for making segregation decisions.

method, as shoWn at block 38. This cutoff value 38 is then
used to make the segregation decision based on the current

This substitution is done until the WindoW Width increases to
a preselected neW Width (or neW minimum history, MH). In
other Words, the test for process change is not executed
When the WindoW Width is beloW a preselected number of
values required to create a minimum history. Thus, neW
realiZations are added to the WindoW Without testing for a

25 neW value obtained at decision block 30. Feedback on this

value is then provided via loop 42 to compute a neW current
target at 44.
As should be appreciated, upon observing a neW value
30

process change (that is, Without testing to see if the value is
likely based on the AR(1) model). The test for process
change is resumed as soon as the WindoW Width equals the

minimum history and, therefore, subsequent realiZations are

35

Vn+1 (noW shoWn), the decision at block 22 is “no,” since the
number of values in the minimum history is only one. Thus,
the method again proceeds to block 38 to compute the cutoff
value using at least the minimum history (initial case), and
preferably the entire history (for all other cases). The same
procedure is repeated until the number of values in the
current WindoW is greater than the required minimum

added to the WindoW if they are deemed consistent With the

history, at Which time the testing for Whether a process

AR(1) model represented by the WindoW. In a most preferred
embodiment, the preselected neW Width is at least ?ve, and

change is occurring recommences.
Through experimentation, it Was discovered that SPC

in the experiments described beloW, a value of ?fteen is also
used. Once the appropriate WindoW of data values is
determined, the method proceeds the same Way as MWE/

40

segregated to meet 4 targets each) yielding 51551 tons out

MWN. When an empirical distribution is ?tted to the
WindoW, the method is termed SPCMWE, and When a

normal distribution is used, SPCMWN.
FIGS. 8a and 8b give the How chart for the SPC based

MWE With a minimum history (MH) of 5 is robust in tWo
section data and Worked in 46 out of 52 cases (13 data sets
of 90756 tons. SPCMWE With MH of 15 Worked in 43 cases
yielding 49319 tons. It Was also noted that this method Was

more likely to fail for smaller target values. Additionally, the
45

WindoW Widths Were tracked as segregation proceeded to see

hoW the WindoW lengths varied, and it Was found that most

methods. For a neWly obtained value V”, at block 22, a test
is ?rst conducted to determine Whether the number of

WindoW Widths Were small (less than 20).

observations forming the history of values is greater than a
In the initial case, it is assumed that a certain number of

For tWo section data, the SPCMWE method failed When
the MH Was increased to 15. When the MH is increased,
coals from tWo sections are forced into one large WindoW

observations have been previously made to provide the
minimum history. If the minimum history criteria is met, the

causing errors, thus explaining the failure. On the contrary,
When the coal is from a single section, larger WindoWs

method proceeds to determine Whether the neW value should
be added to the history/WindoW W at block 24. This involves
determining Whether the value is likely based on the current

the improved performance With MH of 15 in single section

preselected minimum number (termed MinHist in block 22).

should give better estimates of the process. This Was seen in
55

nature of the process using the AR(1) model described above
(see FIG. 8b). More speci?cally, as shoWn in block 24a, the

Similar conclusions for SPCMWN Were reached based on

experimentation. Speci?cally, the use of normal distribution
increased the yield to 55035 for a MH of 5, and to 54911 for

AR(1) model is ?tted to a certain number of recent values

from the history. Then, at block 24b, residuals are computed
using the AR(1) model developed in block 24a. The

data.

a MH of 15 . Hence, the normality assumption tends to result
60

in higher yield than When an empirical distribution is used.

Q-statistics of the residuals are then computed at 24c and a
determination is made as to Whether any outliers exist at step

HoWever, the number of cases Where it Worked reduced to
44 from 46 for MH of 5 and to 41 for a MH of 15. For large

24d. If the neW value V” is not an outlier (i.e., likely based
on the current model), it is added to the minimum history.
This increases the WindoW Width W by one value.

SPCMWN are not much different (see FIG. 9).
In addition to testing the viability of the methods dis

Then, the method proceeds as previously described, With
the data values comprising the WindoW being used to

targets (Targets 3 and 4), the performances of SPCMWE and
65

cussed thus far (i.e., SPCMWE and SPCMWN), a compari
son With a knoWn industrial algorithm Was made. A detailed
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description of the particular industrial algorithm used is

forecasting capability that is useful in segregation control;

found in Ganguli, R., Algorithms for Physical Segregation
of Coal, Doctoral Dissertation, Department of Mining
Engineering, University of Kentucky (1999), the disclosure

and (2) extend to applications Where quality targets are to be
maintained over small batches of coal (homogeneity
control), Whereas the other methods described above best

of Which is incorporated herein by reference. In the
experiment, the industrial algorithm Was applied to segre

apply to large batch quality targeting.

gate the same 90,756 tons of coal for the same targets.

decisions involves estimating the stochastic nature of r.o.m.

HoWever, the industrial algorithm could only send a total of
13,921 tons to the no Wash pile Without jeopardiZing the

based on past values obtained from an analyZer, termed

target. It also failed to meet target in many more cases than

As explained above, one method of making segregation
coal quality by using an empirical or normal distribution
10

the algorithms in this paper. Moreover, as shoWn in Table 2,
SPCMWE and SPCMWN out performed the industrial

are continuously changed using Statistical Process Control
techniques (SPC). As a result, the estimation re?ects

algorithm even When it Was successful:

TABLE 2

15

Comparison of Various Segregation Methods

Tons yielded

Savings at
$5/ton

Industrial Algorithm

26

13921

—

SPCMWE
SPCMWE
SPCMWN
SPCMWN

46
43
44
41

51551
49319
55035
54911

188,150
176,990
205,570
204,950

Algorithm
(MH =
(MH =
(MH =
(MH =

5)
15)
5)
15)

changes in the statistical nature of the r.o.m. coal quality that
have been detected from the online measurements. A seg
regation decision, Which is based on a cutoff value, is made
for every block or segment of coal depending on the

estimated distribution. Any blocks or segments With quality
loWer than the cutoff value are sent to the Wash/reject pile,

# of

successful
cases

WindoWs. In one method, the WindoW Widths (i.e., the
number of values used to estimate the nature of the process)

20

While those that are equal or better in quality are sent to the

no Wash pile. The cutoff value is computed by truncating the
estimated histogram such that the mean of the truncated
portion Was equal to the current target value. This current
target value, Which re?ects the changing nature of the no
25

Wash pile, is the average quality level future blocks of coal
added to the no Wash pile must meet for the entire no Wash

pile to meet the customer speci?cation. As demonstrated

The results of the experiments are summariZed beloW:

(1) The MWE/MWN methods are simple but robust
segregation algorithms. Success depends on the Win
doW Width picked, but no particular Width resulted in

through experimentation, the use of this statistical approach
30

consistently high performance.
(2) The SPCMWE and SPCMWN methods automatically
adjust WindoW Widths. Therefore, no guessing is
involved.

(3) Although yields for the best WindoW Width using the

quality levels varied substantially. In contrast, When the
mine production came from tWo or more sections, so that the
35 coal on the conveyor Was a random mixture of coals of

various qualities, the industrial algorithm failed.

moving WindoW methods Was comparable to the yields
using SPC methods, there is no Way to determine the
best WindoW Widths a priori. Hence, as a practical

matter, yields for the SPC based methods, Which
dynamically and automatically determine WindoW
Width, should be higher than for the moving WindoW

resulted in considerable success, since the methods in prac
tice yielded much more coal in the no Wash pile than the
industrial algorithm and met target even When the coal
production came from different sections in the mine Where

40

To describe the time series method disclosed herein, some
background on the overall concept of time series models is
?rst provided. A set of observations in time sequence is
de?ned as a time series in Box, G. E. P., Jenkins, G. M. and

Reinsel, G. C., Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and
Control, 3’d ed., Prentice Hall, EngleWood Cliffs, NJ.
(1994), the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by

methods.

(4) Use of the normal distribution improved yield relative

reference. In some processes, these observations are corre

to the empirical distribution. This occurs because a 45 lated. A good example of a correlated time series is the

selection of form of the distribution makes it easier to

estimate the distribution if that selection is appropriate.
At the particular mine used in the experiments, a
normality assumption Was reasonable.
(5) A MH of 5 Works better for tWo section data, While a
MH of 15 Works best for single section data. This is
expected since more frequent updating is desirable in

values obtained by the online ash analyZer. As explained in
Sargent, D. H., Woodcock, B. A., Vaill, J. R. and Strauss, J.
B., Effect of Physical Coal Cleaningon Sulftir Content and

Variability, EPA-600/7-80-107, (NTISPB 80-210529) (May,
50

the tWo-section case.

(6) All developed algorithms are robust in tWo section

data, Which is generally regarded by the mining indus

55

try as a difficult situation for the application of segre

gation technology. For a given range of difference in
quality levels among the selections, a tWo-section mine
Would, in fact, tend to exhibit higher variability than
three or more section mines.

1980), the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by
reference, the mining process translates the spatial correla
tion Within coal formations into temporal correlation. This
temporal correlation has been exploited in the past for
various purposes, such as for example in Cheng, W. H.,
Woodcock, B., Sargent, D. and Gleit,A., 1982, “Time Series
Analysis of Coal Data from Preparation Plants,” Journal of
the Air Pollution Control Association, Vol.32, No. 11, pp.

1137—1141 (November, 1982) and Kamada, H., KaWaguchi,
60

H. and Onodera, J., 1986, “On the Coal Blending Process
Control by Online Ash Monitors,” 10th International Coal

Preparation Congress, Edmonton, Canada, pp.245—266

As an alternative to the methods described above, and as

part of the present invention, the use of other time series

(September, 1986), both of Which are incorporated herein by

models is proposed for making segregation decisions. In

reference. Time series models may be used to describe such

contrast to the methods described above, time series models
directly accommodate the auto-correlated nature of the coal

quality levels When estimating parameters to characteriZe
the process. Moreover, such methods may also: (1) provide
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processes. A time series model may be vieWed as a linear
?lter of a White noise process (i.e., an iid normal random

series)
and/or moving
With a parsimonious
average (MA)number
terms. Afundamental
of autoregressive
utility of
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these models is the ability to forecast the level of the process

Accordingly, to reduce the number of updates required
and enhance the overall ef?ciency of the segregation

into the future, accounting for its recent history and the
underlying stochastic nature. In the previously described
methods of segregation, moving WindoWs Were used to

process, SPC techniques Were utiliZed in combination With
the time series model method to determine When a model

update Was necessary. As explained above, SPC techniques

characteriZe the process. In the time-series-based class of
methods described beloW, forecasts from time series models
are used to directly characteriZe the process at any given
instant.

test if the most recent observation is a likely realiZation of
the present process. If the model Was adequate, then the most
recent observation is a reasonable occurrence of the process

With reference noW to FIG. 10, let the dark circles

described by the existing model. If instead the test reveals

represent ash observations (in time sequence) of an online
analyZer, and let the White circles denote the forecasts made

that the recent observation is not a reasonable occurrence

1O

from the present time for the next feW ash values. In this
?gure, Z, represents the ash value at time t. Forecasts from
most time series can be vieWed as having tWo stages. Short
lead forecasts are erratic (transient stage) as seen in the

?gure, re?ecting the generally strong correlation of these

from the existing model, then the model no longer describes
the process and, therefore, requires an update. In the pre
ferred embodiment, as best shoWn in FIG. 11b, this test is
carried out in the folloWing Way:

15

values With the history of the process, While the long lead
forecasts are more stable (stable stage). The term lead refers
to the number of steps ahead for Which forecast is made. For

(1) An estimate of each observation (2,) is obtained using
the time series model, With Z, representing the ash
analyZer reading at time t.
(2) Resultant residuals (Zr-2t) are computed.

example, lead 1 forecast gives the one step ahead forecast,
While the lead 2 forecast predicts the second realiZation. The

(3) Q-statistics of the residuals are computed to test the
stability of the mean and the variance of the residuals.

short lead forecasts are dependent on the immediate past

(4) If either the mean or the variance is found unstable, a
need for a model update is indicated.
The observations realiZed since the last update are used in
the test for process change as Well as for the update of the

and, therefore, re?ect the variability of the process. The long
lead forecasts, on the other hand, depend on the nature of the

process re?ecting the long term behavior of the system and

are, therefore, more stable. The most appropriate lead to use 25 model parameters. The observations before the previous

update are discarded as being irrelevant to the present
process.

is discussed in greater detail beloW.
The forecast is made in the form of a multivariate normal

distribution: that is, the expected value and the forecast error

The application of SPC techniques requires a minimum

of Zr, 2H1, 2H2, . . . . Depending on the forecast lead,

number of values or observations. The minimum number of

observations, for this method, is the maximum of the mini
mum history and the model order. The minimum history is

information on the state of the process at an instant (short

lead forecasts) or the long term average nature (long lead
forecast) is provided. In this instance, the use of a normal
distribution to characterize the process is reasonable (and
Was con?rmed experimentally, as shoWn further beloW).
To practice the most preferred version of the method of
this alternate embodiment, as shoWn in the ?oWcharts of

the absolute minimum required for SPC (usually 5). The
model order for an ARMA(P, q) model is the greater of p and
35

q. The old model is used until the minimum number of
observations is realiZed.
As shoWn in block 52 of FIG. 11c, the model is preferably

FIGS. 11a—11c, a time series model is created to describe the

updated using the gradient based optimiZation method for

values obtained by the analyZer, Which in the preferred

parameter ?tting, as disclosed in Hamilton, J. D., Time

embodiment are ash values. Then, for every block or seg
ment of coal, a forecast is made from the model to charac

Series Analysis, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N].
(1994), the disclosure of Which is incorporated herein by

teriZe the process (in the form of a normal distribution). A
cutoff value is then computed for this block of coal from this
distribution, depending on Whether the block is sent to the
Wash pile or the no Wash pile.

reference. As shoWn in block 52a, the value of the log
likelihood function of the old model is ?rst computed using
observations obtained since the last update, and partial
derivatives of this log likelihood function are computed to
obtain the direction of parameter adjustment that maximiZes
the log likelihood (block 52b). In block 52c, a line search is

To create the time series model to be used at step 50, a 45
substantial number of data values are ?rst obtained. In

experimenting With the time series model method, the model

conducted in this direction to ?nd the parameter set Whose

Was initially ?tted to the ?rst 200 ash observations. These

the algorithm segregates a neW block or segment of coal, the

log likelihood is greater than the one computed for the old
parameter set. If no such parameter set is found, then the old
(existing) model is retained, and the process returns using
this model. As is knoWn in the art, for the parameter set "no

original time series model may no longer be valid, Which

(a vector), the i”1 parameter is updated as folloWs:

200 observations Were then discarded and each neW value
obtained Was segregated based on the model thus created. As

means that the observed coal quality levels tend to be
non-stationary. Moreover, even if the process has not
changed, a better estimate of model parameters is obtained
using the neW value. Therefore, for each value obtained, a
check is conducted to see if the model needs to be updated,
Which is represented at decision block 50.

i

Where:
‘Eli is the neW parameter set

Updating may, in principle, be repeated for every block or
segment of coal observed, as described. HoWever, updating
a time series model is a numerically intense procedure. Thus,
While updating for every observation is desirable, imple

g('%‘) is the partial derivative With respect to the ith
parameter of the log likelihood function With parameter
set "no

|lg('co) is the norm of the gradient vector, and

mentation in the ?eld is made dif?cult by the fact that a neW

data value is obtained by the online analyZer With great

frequency (i.e., every ?ve seconds). Also, it is unlikely that
the model parameters undergo radical changes during the
realiZation of a single observation.

i
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s is an arbitrarily chosen fraction.
In one embodiment, s Was set to 2P, Where —15<p<0.
When forecasting, a question arises as to What forecast
lead to use. As is knoWn in the art, short lead forecasts are

